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1. Introduction
A new model of coherent upper conditional prevision is proposed in a metric space. It is
deﬁned by the Choquet integral with respect to the s-dimensional Hausdorff outer measure
if the conditioning event has positive and ﬁnite Hausdorff outer measure in its dimension s.
Otherwise if the conditioning event has Hausdorff outer measure in its dimension equal to
zero or inﬁnity it is deﬁned by a 0-1 valued ﬁnitely, but not countably, additive probability.
If the conditioning event has positive and ﬁnite Hausdorff outer measure in its dimension the
coherent upper conditional prevision is proven to be monotone, comonotonically additive,
submodular and continuous from below.
Given a coherent upper conditional prevision the coherent lower conditional prevision is deﬁned as its conjugate.
In Doria (2007) coherent upper and lower conditional probablities are obtained when only 0-1
valued random variables are considered.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce a new deﬁnition of stochastic independence with respect to coherent upper and lower conditional probabilities deﬁned by Hausdorff outer and
inner measures.
A concept related to the deﬁnition of conditional probability is stochastic independence. In
a continuous probability space where probability is usually assumed equal to the Lebesgue
measure, we have that ﬁnite, countable and fractal sets (i.e. the sets with non-integer Hausdorff dimension) have probability equal to zero. For these sets the standard deﬁnition of
independence given by the factorization property is always satisﬁed since both members of
the equality are zero.
The notion of s-independence with respect to Hausdorff outer and inner measures is introduced to check probabilistic dependence for sets with probability equal to zero, which are
always independent according to the standard deﬁnition given by the factorization property.
Moreover s-independence is compared with the notion of epistemic independence with respect to upper and lower conditional probabilities (Walley, 1991).
The outline of the chapter is the following.
In Section 2 it is proven that a conditional prevision deﬁned by the Radon-Nikodym derivative
may be not coherent and examples are given.
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In Section 3 coherent upper conditional previsions are deﬁned in a metric space by the Choquet integral with respect to Hausdorff outer measure if the conditioning event has positive
and ﬁnite Hausdorff outer measure in its dimension. Otherwise they are deﬁned by a 0-1
valued ﬁnitely, but not countably, additive probability. Their properties are proven.
In Section 4 the notion of s-irrelevance and s-independence with respect to coherent upper
and lower conditional probabilities deﬁned by Hausdorff outer and inner measures are introduced. It is proven that the notions of epistemic irrelevance and s-irrelevance are not always
related. In particular we give conditions for which an event B is epistemically irrelevant to an
event A, but it is not s-irrelevant. In the Euclidean metric space it is proven that a necessary
condition for s-irrelevance between events is that the Hausdorff dimension of the two events
and their intersection is equal to the Hausdorff dimension of Ω. Finally sufﬁcient conditions
for s-irrelevance between Souslin subsets of ℜn are given.
In Section 5 some fractal sets are proven to be s-dependent since they do not satisfy the necessary condition for s-independence. In particular the attractor of a ﬁnite family of similitudes
and its boundary are proven to be s-dependent if the open set condition holds. Moreover a
condition for which two middle Cantor sets are s-dependent is given.
It is important to note that all these sets are stochastically independent according the axiomatic
deﬁnition given by the factorization property if probability is deﬁned by the Lebesgue measure.
In Section 6 curves ﬁlling the space, such as Peano curve and Hilbert curve are proven to be
s-independent.

2. Conditional expectation and coherent conditional prevision
Partial knowledge is a natural interpretation of conditional probability. This interpretation
can be formalized in a different way in the axiomatic approach and in the subjective approach
where conditional probability is respectively deﬁned by the Radon-Nikodym derivative or by
the axioms of coherence. In both cases conditional probability is obtained as the restriction of
conditional expectation or conditional prevision to the class of indicator functions of events.
Some critical situations, which highlight as the axiomatic deﬁnition of conditional probability
is not always a useful tool to represent partial knoweledge, are proposed in literature and analyzed in this section. In particular the role of the Radon-Nikodym derivative in the assessment
of a coherent conditional prevision is investigated.
It is proven that, every time that the σ-ﬁeld of the conditioning events is properly contained in
the σ-ﬁeld of the probability space and it contains all singletons, the Radon-Nikodym derivative cannot be used as a tool to deﬁne coherent conditional previsions. This is due to the fact
that one of the deﬁning properties of the Radon-Nikodym derivative, that is to be measurable
with respect to the σ-ﬁeld of the conditioning events, contradicts a necessary condition for the
coherence.
Analysis done points out the necessity to introduce a different tool to deﬁne coherent conditional previsions.
2.1 Conditional expectation and Radon-Nikodym derivative

In the axiomatic approach Billingsley (1986) conditional expectation is deﬁned with respect
to a σ-ﬁeld G of conditioning events by the Radon-Nikodym derivative. Let (Ω, F, P) be a
probability space and let F and G be two σ-ﬁelds of subsets of Ω with G contained in F and let
X be an integrable random variable
on (Ω, F, P). Let P be a probability measure on F; deﬁne

a measure ν on G by ν( G ) = G XdP. This measure is ﬁnite and absolutely continuous with
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respect to P. So there exists a function, the Radon-Nikodym derivative denoted by E[ X |G],
deﬁned on Ω, G-measurable, integrable and satisfying the functional equation



G

E[ X |G]dP =



G

XdP with G in G.

This function is unique up to a set of P-measure zero and it is a version of the conditional
expected value.
If X is the indicator function of any event A belonging to F then E[ X |G] = E[ A|G] = P[ A|G]
is a version of the conditional probability.
Conditional probability can be used to represent partial information (Billingsley, 1986, Section
33).
A probability space (Ω, F, P) can be use to represent a random phenomenon or an experiment
whose outcome is drawn from according to the probability given by P. Partial information
about the experiment can be represented by a sub σ-ﬁeld G of F in the following way: an
observer does not know which ω has been drawn but he knows for each H ∈ G, if ω belongs
to H or if ω belongs to H c . A sub σ-ﬁeld G of F can be identiﬁed as partial information about
the random experiment, and, ﬁxed A in F, conditional probability can be used to represent
partial knowledge about A given the information on G. If conditional probability is deﬁned
by the Radon-Nykodim derivative, denoted by P[ A|G], by the standard deﬁnition (Billingsley, 1986, p.52) we have that an event A is independent from the σ-ﬁeld G if it is independent
from each H ∈ G, that is P[ A|G] = P( A) with probability 1. In (Billingsley, 1986, Example
33.11) it is shown that the interpretation of conditional probability in terms of partial knowledge breaks down in certain cases. Let Ω = [0,1], let F be the Borel σ-ﬁeld of [0,1] and let
P be the Lebesgue measure on F. Let G be the sub σ-ﬁeld of sets that are either countable
or co-countable. Then P( A) is a version of the conditional probability P[ A|G] deﬁne by the
Radon-Nikodym derivative because P( G ) is either 0 or 1 for evey G ∈ G. So an event A is
independent from the information represented by G and this is a contradiction according to
the fact that the information represented by G is complete since G contains all the singletons
of Ω.
2.2 Coherent upper conditional previsions

In the subjective probabilistic approach (de Finetti 1970, Dubins 1975 and Walley 1991) coherent upper conditional previsions P(·| B) are functionals, deﬁned on a linear space of bounded
random variables, satisfying the axioms of coherence.
In Walley (1991) coherent upper conditional previsions are deﬁned when the conditioning
events are sets of a partition.
Definition 1. Let Ω be a non-empty set let B be a partition of Ω. For every B ∈ B let K( B) be a linear
space of bounded random variables deﬁned on B. Then separately coherent upper conditional previsions
are functionals P(·| B) deﬁned on K(B), such that the following conditions hold for every X and Y in
K( B) and every strictly positive constant λ:
• 1) P (X | B) ≤ sup(X | B);
• 2) P(λ X | B) = λ P( X | B) (positive homogeneity);
• 3) P( X + Y )| B) ≤ P( X | B) + P(Y | B);
• 4) P( B| B) = 1.
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Coherent conditional upper previsions can always be extended to coherent upper previsions
on the class L( B) of all bounded random variables deﬁned on B.
Suppose that P( X | B) is a coherent upper conditional prevision on K then its conjugate coherent lower conditional prevision is deﬁned by P(− X | B) = − P( X | B). If for every X belonging
to K we have P( X | B) = P( X | B) = P( X | B) then P( X | B) is called a coherent linear conditional
prevision de Finetti (1970) and it is a linear positive functional on K.
Definition 2. Let Ω be a non-empty set let B be a partition of Ω. For every B ∈ B let K( B) be a
linear space of bounded random variables deﬁned on B. Then linear coherent conditional previsions are
functionals P(·| B) deﬁned on K( B), such that the following conditions hold for every X and Y in K( B)
and every strictly positive constant λ:
• 1) if X > 0 then P( X | B) ≥ 0 (positivity);
• 2) P(λX | B) = λP( X | B) (positive homogeneity);
• 3) P( X + Y )| B) = P( X | B) + P(Y | B) (linearity);
• 4) P( B| B) = 1.
Upper conditional probabilities are obtained when only 0-1 valued random variables are considered;
In Dubins (1975) coherent conditional probabilities are deﬁned when the family of the conditioning events is a ﬁeld of subsets of Ω.
Definition 3. Let Ω be a non-empty set and let F and G be two ﬁelds of subsets of Ω , with G ⊆ F. P
is a ﬁnitely additive conditional probability on (F, G) if it is a real function deﬁned on F × G0 , where
G0 = G − ⊘ such that the following conditions hold:
• I) given any H ∈ G0 and A1 , ..., An ∈ F and Ai ∩ A j = ⊘ for i = j, the function P(·| H )

deﬁned on F is such that P( A| H ) ≥ 0, P( nk=1 Ak | H ) = ∑nk=1 P( Ak | H ), P(Ω| H ) = 1
• II) P( H | H ) = 1 if H ∈ G0
• III) given E ∈ F, H ∈ F with A ∈ G0 and EA ∈ G0 then P( EH | A) = P( E| A) P( H | EA).
From conditions I) and II) we have
II’) P( A| H ) = 1 if A ∈ F, H ∈ G0 and H ⊂ A.
These conditional probabilities are coherent in the sense of de Finetti, since conditions I), II),
III) are sufﬁcient for the coherence of P on C = F × G0 when F and G are ﬁelds of subsets of Ω
with G ⊆ F or G is an additive subclass of F; otherwise if F and G are two arbitrary families
of subsets of Ω, such that Ω ∈ F the previous conditions are necessary for the coherence but
not sufﬁcient.
2.3 Coherent conditional previsions and the Radon-Nikodym derivative

In this subsection the role of the Radon-Nikodym derivative in the assessment of a coherent
conditional prevision is analyzed.
The deﬁnitions of conditional expectation and coherent linear conditional prevision can be
compared when the σ-ﬁeld G is generated by the partition B. Let G be equal or contained in
the σ-ﬁeld generated by a countable class C of subsets of F and let B be the partition generated
by the class C. Denote Ω’ = B and ϕ B the function from Ω to Ω’ that associates to every ω ∈ Ω
the atom B of the partition B that contains ω; then we have that P(A|G) = P(A|B) ◦ ϕ B for
every A ∈ F (Koch, 1997, 262).
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The next theorem shows that every time that the σ-ﬁeld G of the conditioning events is properly contained in F and it contains all singletons of [0, 1] then the conditional prevision, deﬁned by the Radon-Nikodym derivative is not coherent. It occurs because one of the deﬁning
properties of conditional expectation that is to be measurable with respect to the σ-ﬁeld of
conditioning events contradicts a necessary condition for coherence of a linear conditional
prevision. A bounded random variable is called B-measurable or measurable with respect to
the partition B (Walley, 1991, p.291) if it is constant on the atoms B of the partition. If for every
B belonging to B P( X | B) are coherent linear conditional previsions and X is B-measurable
then P( X | B) = X (Walley, 1991, p.292). This necessary condition for coherence is not always
satisﬁed if P( X | B) is deﬁned by the Radon-Nikodym derivative.
Theorem 1. Let Ω = [0,1], let F be the Borel σ-ﬁeld of [0,1] and let P be the Lebesgue measure on F. Let
G be a sub σ-ﬁeld properly contained in F and containing all singletons of [0,1]. Let B be the partition
of all singletons of [0,1] and let X be the indicator function of an event A belonging to F - G. If we
deﬁne the conditional prevision P( X | {ω }) equal to the Radon-Nikodym derivative with probability 1,
that is
P( X | {ω }) = E[ X |G]
except on a subset N of [0,1] of P-measure zero, then the conditional prevision P( X | {ω }) is not
coherent.
Proof. If the equality P( X | {ω }) = E[ X |G] holds with probability 1, then we have that, with
probability 1, the linear conditional prevision P( X | {ω }) is different from X, the indicator
function of A; in fact having ﬁxed A in F − G the indicator function X is not G-measurable,
it does not verify a property of the Radon-Nikodym derivative and therefore it cannot be
assumed as conditional expectation according to axiomatic deﬁnition. So the linear conditional prevision P( X | {ω }) does not satisfy the necessary condition for being coherent,
P( X | {ω }) = X for every singleton {ω } of G. ⋄
Example 1. (Billingsley, 1986, Example 33.11) Let Ω = [0,1], let F be the Borel σ-ﬁeld of Ω, let P
be the Lebesgue measure on F and let G be the sub σ-ﬁeld of F of sets that are either countable
or co-countable. Let B be the partition of all singletons of Ω; if the linear conditional prevision
is deﬁned equal, with probability 1, to conditional expectation deﬁned by the Radon-Nikodym
derivative, we have that
P ( X |B) = E [ X |G] = P ( X ).
So when X is the indicator function of an event A = [ a, b] with 0 < a < b < 1 then P( X | B) =
P( A) and it does not satisfy the necessary condition for coherence that is P( X | {ω }) = X for
every singleton {ω } of G.
Evident from Theorem 1 and Example 1 is the necessity to introduce a new tool to deﬁne
coherent linear conditional previsions.

3. Coherent upper conditional previsions defined by Hausdorff outer measures
In this section coherent upper conditional previsions are deﬁned by the Choquet integral with
respect to Hausdorff outer measures if the conditioning event B has positive and ﬁnite Hausdorff outer measure in its dimension. Otherwise if the conditioning event B has Hausdorff
outer measure in its dimension equal to zero or inﬁnity they are deﬁned by a 0-1 valued
ﬁnitely, but not countably, additive probability.
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3.1 Hausdorff outer measures

Given a non-empty set Ω an outer measure is a function µ∗ : ℘(Ω) → [0, +∞] such that

µ∗ (⊘) = 0, µ∗ ( A) ≤ µ∗ ( A′ ) if A ⊆ A′ and µ∗ ( i∞=1 Ai ) ≤ ∑i∞=1 µ∗ ( Ai ).
Examples of outer set functions or outer measures are the Hausdorff outer measures (Falconer
1986, Rogers 1998).
Let (Ω, d) be a metric space. A topology, called the metric topology, can be introduced into any
metric space by deﬁning the open sets of the space as the sets G with the property:
if x is a point of G, then for some r > 0 all points y with d( x, y) < r also belong to G.
It is easy to verify that the open sets deﬁned in this way satisfy the standard axioms of the
system of open sets belonging to a topology (Rogers, 1998, p.26).
The diameter of a non empty set U of Ω is deﬁned as |U | = sup {d( x, y) : x, y ∈ U } and if a

subset A of Ω is such that A ⊂ i Ui and 0 < |Ui | < δ for each i, the class {Ui } is called a
δ-cover of A.
s
Let s be a non-negative number. For δ > 0 we deﬁne hs,δ (A) = inf ∑i+=∞1 |Ui | , where the
inﬁmum is over all δ-covers {Ui }.
The Hausdorff s-dimensional outer measure of A, denoted by hs ( A), is deﬁned as
hs ( A) = limδ→0 hs,δ ( A).
This limit exists, but may be inﬁnite, since hs,δ ( A) increases as δ decreases because less δcovers are available. The Hausdorff dimension of a set A, dim H ( A), is deﬁned as the unique
value, such that
hs ( A) = +∞ if 0 ≤ s < dim H ( A),
hs ( A) = 0 if dim H ( A) < s < +∞.
We can observe that if 0 < hs ( A) < +∞ then dim H ( A) = s, but the converse is not true.
Denote by r the Hausdorff dimension of Ω, if an event A is such that dim H ( A) = s < r then
the Hausdorff dimension of the complementary set Ac is equal to r since the following relation
holds:
dim H ( A ∪ B) = max {dim H ( A), dim H ( B)} .
Hausdorff outer measures are metric outer measures, that is
hs ( E ∪ F ) = hs ( E) + hs ( F ) whenever E and F are positively separated, i.e.
d( E, F ) = inf {d( x, y) : x ∈ E, y ∈ F } > 0.
A subset A of Ω is called measurable with respect to the outer measure hs if it decomposes
every subset of Ω additively, that is if hs ( E) = hs ( A ∩ E) + hs ( E − A) for all sets E ⊆ Ω.
All Borel subsets of Ω are measurable with respect to a metric outer measure (Falconer, 1986,
Theorem 1.5). So every Borel subset of Ω is measurable with respect to every Hausdorff outer
measure hs since Hausdorff outer measures are metric.
The restriction of hs to the σ-ﬁeld of hs -measurable sets, containing the σ-ﬁeld of the Borel
sets, is called Hausdorff s-dimensional measure. The Borel σ-ﬁeld is the σ-ﬁeld generated
by all open sets. The Borel sets include the closed sets (as complement of the open sets), the
Fσ -sets (countable unions of closed sets) the Gσ -sets (countable intersections of open sets), etc.
In particular the Hausdorff 0-dimensional measure is the counting measure and the Hausdorff
1-dimensional measure is the Lebesgue measure.
The Hausdorff s-dimensional measures are modular on the Borel σ-ﬁeld, that is hs ( A ∪ B) +
hs ( A ∩ B) = hs ( A) + hs ( B) for every pair of Borelian sets A and B; so that (Denneberg,
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1994, Proposition 2.4) the Hausdorff outer measures are submodular (hs ( A ∪ B) + hs ( A ∩ B) ≤
hs ( A) + hs ( B)).
In (Rogers, 1998, p.50) and (Falconer, 1986, Theorem 1.6 (a)) it has been proven that if A is any
subset of Ω there is a Gσ -set G containing A with hs ( A) = hs ( G ). In particular hs is an outer
regular measure.
Moreover Hausdorff outer measures are continuous from below (Falconer, 1986, Lemma 1.3),
that is for any increasing sequences of sets { Ai } we have limi→∞ hs ( Ai ) = hs (limi→∞ Ai ).
3.2 The Choquet integral

We recall the deﬁnition of the Choquet integral (Denneberg, 1994) with the aim to deﬁne upper
conditional previsions by Choquet integral with respect to Hausdorff outer measures and to
prove their properties. The Choquet integral is an integral with respect to a monotone set
function. Given a non-empty set Ω and denoted by S a set system, containing the empty set
and properly contained in ℘(Ω), the family of all subsets of Ω , a monotone set function µ:
S → ℜ+ = ℜ+ ∪ {+∞} is such that µ(⊘) = 0 and if A, B ∈ S with A ⊆ B then µ( A) ≤ µ( B).
Given a monotone set function µ on S, its outer set function is the set function µ∗ deﬁned on
the whole power set ℘(Ω) by
µ∗ ( A) = inf {µ( B) : B ⊃ A; B ∈ S} , A ∈ ℘(Ω)
The inner set function of µ is the set function µ∗ deﬁned on the whole power set ℘(Ω) by
µ∗ ( A) = sup {µ( B)| B ⊂ A; B ∈ S} , A ∈ ℘(Ω)
Let µ be a monotone set function deﬁned on S properly contained in ℘(Ω) and X : Ω → ℜ =
ℜ ∪ {−∞, +∞} an arbitrary function on Ω. Then the set function
Gµ,X ( x ) = µ {ω ∈ Ω : X (ω ) > x }
is decreasing and it is called decreasing distribution function of X with respect to µ. If µ is
continuous from below then Gµ,X ( x ) is right continuous. In particular the decreasing distribution function of X with respect to the Hausdorff outer measures is right continuous since
these outer measures are continuous from below. A function X : Ω → ℜ is called upper µmeasurable if Gµ∗ ,X ( x ) = Gµ∗ ,X ( x ). Given an upper µ-measurable function X :Ω → R with
decreasing distribution function Gµ,X ( x ), if µ(Ω) < +∞, the asymmetric Choquet integral of X
with respect to µ is deﬁned by



∞
0
Xdµ = −∞ ( Gµ,X ( x ) − µ(Ω))dx + 0 Gµ,X ( x )dx

The integral is in ℜ, can assume the values −∞, +∞ or is undeﬁned when the right-hand side
is ∞ − ∞.
If X ≥ 0 or X ≤ 0 the integral always exists. In particular for X ≥ 0 we obtain
 +∞

Xdµ = 0 Gµ,X ( x )dx
If X is bounded and µ(Ω) = 1 we have that
0
 sup X
 sup X

• Xdµ = inf X ( Gµ,X ( x ) − 1)dx + 0
Gµ,X ( x )dx = inf X Gµ,X ( x )dx + inf X.
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3.3 A new model of coherent upper conditional prevision

A new model of coherent upper conditional prevision is introduced and its properties are
proven.
Theorem 2. Let (Ω, d) be a metric space and let B be a partition of Ω. For every B ∈ B denote by
s the Hausdorff dimension of the conditioning event B and by hs the Hausdorff s-dimensional outer
measure. Let L( B) be the class of all bounded random variables on B. Moreover, let m be a 0-1 valued
ﬁnitely additive, but not countably additive, probability on ℘( B). Then for each B ∈ B the functionals
P( X | B) deﬁned on L( B) by

P( X | B) = hs (1B) B Xdhs if 0 < hs ( B) < +∞
and by
P( X | B) = m( XB) if hs ( B) =0, +∞
are coherent upper conditional previsions.
Proof. Since L( B) is a linear space we have to prove that, for every B ∈ B P( X | B) satisﬁes
conditions 1), 2), 3), 4) of Deﬁnition 1.

If B has ﬁnite and positive Hausdorff outer measure in its dimension s then P( X | B) = hs (1B) B Xdhs ,
so properties 1) and 2) are satisﬁed since they hold for the Choquet integral (Denneberg, 1994,
Proposition 5.1). Property 3) follows from the Subadditivity Theorem (Denneberg, 1994, Theorem 6.3) since Hausdorff outer measures are monotone, submodular and continuous from
below. Property 4) holds since P( B| B) = hs (1B) B dhs = 1. If B has Hausdorff outer measure
in its dimension equal to zero or inﬁnity we have that the class of all coherent (upper) previsions on L( B) is equivalent to the class of 0-1 valued additive probabilities deﬁned on ℘( B)
then P( X | B) = m( XB). Then properties 1), 2), 3) are satisﬁed since m is a 0-1 valued ﬁnitely
additive probability on ℘( B). Moreover since a different m is choosen for each B we have that
P( B| B) = m( B) = 1. ⋄
The lower conditional previsions P( A| B) can be deﬁned as the previous theorem if hs denotes
the Hausdorff s-dimensional inner measure. The unconditional upper prevision is obtained
as a particular case when the conditioning event is Ω, that is P( A) = P( A|Ω) and P( A) =
P ( A | Ω ).
A class of bounded random variables is called a lattice if it is closed under point-wise maximum ∨ and point-wise minimum ∧.
In the following theorem it is proven that, if the conditioning event has positive and ﬁnite
Hausdorff outer measure in its dimension s and L(B) is a linear lattice of bounded random
variables deﬁned on B, necessary conditions for the functional P( X | B) to be represented
as Choquet integral with respect to the upper conditional probability µ∗B , i.e. P( X | B) =

1
Xdhs , are that P( X | B) is monotone, comonotonically additive, submodular and conhs ( B)
tinuous from below.
Theorem 3. Let (Ω, d) be a metric space and let B be a partition of Ω. For every B ∈ B denote by
s the Hausdorff dimension of the conditioning event B and by hs the Hausdorff s-dimensional outer
measure. Let L( B) be a linear lattice of bounded random variables deﬁned on B. If the conditioning
event B has positive and ﬁnite Hausdorff s-dimensional outer measure in its dimension then the upper
conditional prevision P(·| B) deﬁned on L( B) as in Theorem 2 satisﬁes the following properties:
• i) X ≤ Y implies P( X | B) ≤ P(Y | B) (monotonicity);
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• ii) if X and Y are comonotonic, i.e.( X (ω1 ) − X (ω2 ))(Y (ω1 ) − (Y (ω2 )) ≥ 0 ∀ω1 , ω2 ∈ B,
then P( X + Y | B) = P( X | B) + P(Y | B) (comonotonic additivity);
• iii) P( X ∨ Y | B) + P( X ∧ Y | B) ≤ P( X | B) + P(Y | B) (submodularity);
• iv) limn→∞ P( Xn | B) = P( X | B) if Xn is an increasing sequence of random variables converging
to X (continuity from below).
Proof. Since the conditioning event B has positive and ﬁnite Hausdorff outer measure in its
dimension s then the functional P(·| B) is deﬁned on L( B) by the Choquet integral with respect
hs ( AB)

to the upper conditional probability µ∗B ( A) = hs ( B) ; so conditions i ) and ii ) are satisﬁed
because they are properties of the Choquet integral (Denneberg, 1994, Proposition 5.2).
Condition iii ) is equivalent to require that the monotone set function that represents the functional P(·| B) is submodular and it is satisﬁed since Hausdorff outer measures are submodular.
Moreover every s-dimensional Hausdorff measure is continuous from below then from the
Monotone Convergence Theorem (Denneberg, 1994, Theorem 8.1) we have that the functional
P(·| B) is continuous from below, that is condition iv). ⋄
Coherent upper conditional probabilities are obtained when only 0-1 valued random variables
are considered;
Theorem 4. Let (Ω, d) be a metric space and let B be a partition of Ω. For every B ∈ B denote by s the
Hausdorff dimension of the conditioning event B and by hs the Hausdorff s-dimensional outer measure.
Let m be a 0-1 valued ﬁnitely additive, but not countably additive, probability on ℘( B). Then, for each
B ∈ B, the functions deﬁned on ℘( B) by
P( A| B) =

hs ( AB)
hs ( B)

if 0 < hs ( B) < +∞

and by
P( A| B) = m( AB) if hs ( B) = 0, +∞
are coherent upper conditional probabilities.
Coherent upper conditional probabilities can be deﬁned in the general case where the family
of the conditioning events is an additive class of events; they have been deﬁned in Doria
(2007):
Theorem 5. Let (Ω, d) be a metric space, let F be the σ-ﬁeld of all subsets of Ω and let G be an additive
subclass of F. For every H ∈ G0 = G − ⊘ and A ∈ F denote by s the Hausdorff dimension of the
conditioning event H, by t the Hausdorff dimension of AH and by hs the Hausdorff s-dimensional outer
measure. Let m be a 0-1 valued ﬁnitely additive, but not countably additive, probability on ℘( H ) such
that if 0 < ht ( AH ) < +∞ then m(AH) = 0 . Then, for each H ∈ G0 , the functions deﬁned on ℘( H )
by
P( A| H ) =

hs ( AH )
hs ( H )

if 0 < hs ( H ) < +∞

and by
P( A| H ) = m( AH ) if hs ( H ) = 0, +∞
are coherent upper conditional probabilities.
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The lower conditional probability P( A| H ) can be deﬁned as in the previous theorem by the
Hausdorff inner measures.
The new model of upper and lower conditional probabilities deﬁned as in Theoren 5 can be
used to assess coherent upper and lower conditional probabilities when the extensions of the
conditional probability, deﬁned in the axiomatic way, are not coherent.
Example 2. Let Ω = [0,1], let F be the class of all subsets of Ω and let G be the σ-ﬁeld of
countable and co-countable subsets of Ω. From Theorem 5 we have that a coherent upper
conditional probability on C = F × G0 can be deﬁned by
P( A| H ) =

h1 ( AH )
h1 ( H )

P( A| H ) =

if H is co-countable

h0 ( AH )
h0 ( H )

if H is ﬁnite

P( A| H ) = m( AH ) if H is countable.

4. s-Irrelevance and s-independence
In a recent paper (Doria, 2007) the new deﬁnitions of s-irrelevance and s-independence with
respect to upper and lower conditional probabilities assigned by outer and inner Hausdorff
measures have been proposed. They are based on the fact that epistemic independence and
irrelevance, introduced by Walley, must be tested for events A and B, such that they and their
intersection AB, have the same Hausdorff dimension. The concept of epistemic independence
(Walley, 1991) is based on the notion of irrelevence; given two events A and B, we say that B
is irrelevant to A when P( A| B) = P( A| Bc )= P( A) and P( A| B) = P( A| Bc ) = P( A).
The events A and B are epistemically independent when B is irrelevant to A and A is irrelevant to B. As a consequence of this deﬁnition we can obtain that the factorization property
P( AB) = P( A) P( B), which constitutes the standard deﬁnition of independence for events,
holds either for P = P and P = P. In a continuous probabilistic space (Ω, F, P), where Ω is
equal to [0,1]n and the probability is usually assumed equal to the Lebesgue measure on Ω,
we have that the ﬁnite, countable and fractal sets (i.e. the sets with Hausdorff dimension non
integer) have probability equal to zero. For these sets the standard deﬁnition of independence,
given by the factorization property, is always satisﬁed since both members of the equality are
zero. In Theorem 6 of this Section we prove that an event B is always irrelevant, according to
the deﬁnition of Walley, to an event A if dim H ( A) < dim H ( B) < dim H (Ω) and A and B have
positive and ﬁnite Hausdorff outer measures in their dimensions; moreover if A and B are
disjoint then they are epistemically independent. Nevertheless B is not s-irrelevant to A.
To avoid these problems the notions of s-irrelevance and s-independence with respect to upper
and lower conditional probabilities assigned by a class of Hausdorff outer and inner measures
are proposed to test independence. The deﬁnitions of s-independence and s-irrelevance are
based on the fact that epistemic independence and irrelevance, must be tested for events A and
B, such that they and their intersection AB, have the same Hausdorff dimension. According to
this approach to independence, sets that represent events can be imagined divided in different
layers; in each layer there are sets with the same Hausdorff dimension; two events A and B
are s-independent if and only if the events A and B and their intersection AB belong to the
same layer and they are epistemically independent.
Definition 4 Let (Ω, d) be a metric space. Denote by F the σ-ﬁeld of all subsets of Ω and by
G0 = F − ⊘. Denoted by P and P the upper and lower conditional probabilities deﬁned as in
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Theorem 5 and given A and B in G0 , then they are s-independent if the following conditions
hold:
• 1s) dim H ( AB) = dim H ( B)= dim H ( A)
• 2s) P( A| B) = P( A| Bc ) = P( A) and P( A| B) = P( A| Bc ) = P( A);
• 3s) P( B| A) = P( B| Ac ) = P( B) and P( B| A) = P( B| Ac ) = P( B);
B is s-irrelevant to A if conditions 1s) and 2s) hold and A is s-irrelevant to B if conditions 1s)
and 3s) hold.
Remark 1 Two disjoint events A and B are s-dependent since the Hausdorff dimension of the
empty set cannot be equal to that one of any other set so condition 1s) is never satisﬁed.
Given the Euclidean metric space ([0, 1]n , d) in Doria (2007) it is proven that logical independence is a necessary condition for s-independence for events with Hausdorff dimension less
then n.
Example 3 Let Ω = [0,1] let A be the Cantor set and let B be a ﬁnite subset of Ω such that
intersection AB is equal to the empty set. We recall the deﬁnition of the Cantor set.
Let E0 = [0,1], E1 = [0,1/3] ∪ [2/3,1], E2 = [0,1/9] ∪ [2/9, 1/3] ∪ [2/3,7/9] ∪ [8/9,1], etc., where
En is obtained by removing the open middle third of each interval in En−1 , so En is the union
of 2n intervals, each of length 31n .

The Cantor’s set is the perfect set E = ∞
n=0 En . The Hausdorff dimension of the Cantor set is
ln2
s = ln3 and hs ( E) = 1.
If P and P are the upper and lower conditional probabilities deﬁned as in Theorem 5, then they
satisfy the factorization property. Moreover B is irrelevant to A according to the deﬁnition
given by Walley, but B is not s-irrelevant to A since condition 1s) of Deﬁnition 4 is not satisﬁed.
The previous example shows that the notion of irrelevance and s-irrelevance are not related if
Ω is an inﬁnite set. The next theorem put in evidence this problem in a more general framework.
Theorem 6. Let Ω be a non-empty set with positive and ﬁnite Hausdorff outer measure in its dimension and let P and P be the upper and lower conditional probabilities deﬁned as in Theorem 5. If A and
B are two subsets of Ω such that dim H ( A) < dim H ( B) < dim H (Ω) and they have positive and ﬁnite
Hausdorff outer measures in their dimensions then B is irrelevant to A, but B is not s-irrelevant to A.
Proof. Denote by t, s and r respectively the Hausdoff dimension of AB, B and Ω; since
dim H ( A) < dim H ( B) < dim H (Ω) then we have that the Hausdorff dimension of Bc is equal
to r and t < s. Moreover since A and B and their complements have positive and ﬁnite Hausdorff outer measures in their dimensions and upper conditional probability is deﬁned as in
hs ( AB)

hr ( ABc )

hr ( A )

Theorem 5 the condition P( A| B) = P( A| Bc )= P( A) becomes hs ( B) = hr ( Bc ) = hr (Ω) .
These equalities are satisﬁed since they vanish to 0 = 0 = 0.
In the same way we can prove the equalities P( A| B) = P( A| Bc ) = P( A).
Since dim H ( A) < dim H ( B) then the event B is not s-irrelevant to A since condition 1s) of
Deﬁnition 4 is not satisﬁed. ⋄
In the sequel the notions of s-irrelevance and s-independence are investigated in the Euclidean
metric space.
Given a non-empty subset Ω of ℜn with Hausdorff dimension equal to n and positive and
ﬁnite Hausdorff outer measure in its dimension and given two subsets A and B of Ω, we
want to ﬁnd conditions under which B is s-relevant to A. Condition 1s) of the Deﬁnition 4
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is a necessary condition for s-irrelevance and s-independence. We focus the attention on this
condition with the aim to investigate s-relevance.
In (Mattila, 1984, Theorem 6.13) an important result is proven for Souslin sets that is a class of
sets, which are deﬁned in terms of unions and intersections of closed sets.
In a metric space the Souslin sets are the sets of the form
E=



i1 ,i2 ,...

∞

k =1

Ei1 ,i2 ,...,ik

where Ei1 ,i2 ,...,ik is a closed set or each ﬁnite sequence of positive integers.
Every Borelian set is a Souslin set.
Theorem 7 (Mattila, 1984). Let (ℜn , d) be the Euclidean metric space and let A and B be two Souslin
subsets of ℜn , with dim H ( A)= s, dim H ( B) = t and with positive Hausdorff measure in their dimension; denote by Ψ( x, δ) the closed ball with centre x and radius δ and suppose that the following lower
density assumption on B holds
lim infδ→0 δ−t ht (B∩Ψ(x,δ) )> 0 f or all x∈B.
Then we have that dim H ( AB) = s + t − n.
As a consequence of the previous theorem we obtain that a necessary condition for s-irrelevance
between Souslin sets of ℜn is that the two sets and their intersection have the Hausdorff dimension equal to n.
Proposition 1 Let (ℜn , d) be the Euclidean metric space and let A and B be two Souslin subsets of ℜn with dim H ( A)= s, dim H ( B) = t, with positive and ﬁnite Hausdorff measure in their
dimension and such that the lower density assumption on B is satisﬁed; then B is s-relevant
to A if s = n or t = n.
Proof. Since A and B are two Souslin subsets of ℜn such that lower density assumption on B
holds then we have that dim H ( AB) = s + t − n. So condition 1s) of Deﬁnition 4 is satisﬁed if
and only if s = t = s + t − n, that is s = t = n. ⋄
In the next section the previous result is used to ﬁnd examples of s-dependent events.
Given a non-empty subset Ω of ℜn with Hausdorff dimension equal to n and positive and
ﬁnite Hausdorff outer measure in its dimension, conditions such that B is s-irrelevant to A are
proven. Under regular conditions such as those ones of Theorem 7 we have that condition
1s) of the Deﬁnition 4 is satisﬁed if and only if dim H ( A) = dim H ( B) = dim H ( AB) = n. In
the next theorem we assume that these equalities hold and sufﬁcient conditions such that B is
s-irrelevant to A are proven.
Theorem 8. Let (ℜn , d) be the Euclidean metric space and let A and B be two Souslin subsets of ℜn
with positive and ﬁnite Hausdorff measure in their dimension, such that the following lower density
assumption on B holds
lim infδ→0 δ−n hn ( B ∩ Ψ( x, δ)) > 0 for all x ∈ B
and such that dim H ( A) = dim H ( B) = dim H ( AB) = n.
Denoted by t the Hausdorff dimension of Bc then B is s-irrelevant to A in the following cases:
• a) t = n, hn ( Bc ) > 0 and hn ( Bc )hn ( AB) − hn ( B)hn ( ABc ) = 0
• b) t = n, hn ( Bc ) = 0 and hn ( A) = 0 or
• t = n, hn ( Bc ) = 0 and hn ( A) = hn ( AB) = hn (Ω)
• c) t < n and hn ( A) = 0 or
• t < n and

ht ( ABc )
ht ( Bc )
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Proof. We have to prove that condition 2s) of Deﬁnition 4 is satisﬁed. We consider the following
cases:
• a) t = n and ht ( Bc ) > 0;
• b) t = n and ht ( Bc ) = 0;
• c) t < n
hn ( AB)

hn ( ABc )

hn ( A)

In the case a) condition 2s) of the deﬁnition of s-irrelevance is hn ( B) = hn ( Bc ) = hn (Ω) .
Since Souslin sets are measurable with respect to every Hausdorff outer measure (Falconer,
1986, p.6) we have that hn is additive so that hn ( A) = hn ( AB) + hn ( ABc ) and condition 2s)
is satisﬁed if and only if hn ( Bc )hn ( AB) − hn ( B)hn ( ABc ) = 0. In the case b) condition 2s) is
hn ( AB)
hn ( B)

n

A)
= m( ABc ) = hhn ((Ω
.
)
Two cases are possible m( ABc ) = 0 or m( ABc ) = 1.
hn ( A)
If m( ABc ) = 0 condition 2s) is satisﬁed if and only if hn (Ω) = 0.
If m( ABc ) = 1 condition 2s) is satisﬁed if and only if hn ( A) = hn ( AB) = hn (Ω)
In the case c) two cases are possible: 0 < ht ( Bc ) < +∞ or ht ( Bc ) = 0.
If 0 < ht ( Bc ) < ∞ then:
if dim H ( ABc ) < t then ht ( ABc ) = 0 and condition 2s) is satisﬁed if and only if hn ( A) = 0;
if dim H ( ABc ) = t and ht ( ABc ) = 0 and condition 2s) is satisﬁed if and only if hn ( A) = 0;
if dim H ( ABc ) = t and 0 < ht ( ABc ) < ∞ then hn ( A) = hn ( AB) since hn ( ABc ) = 0; so
hn ( A)
ht ( ABc )
condition 2s) is saisﬁed if and only if ht ( Bc ) = hn ( B) .

If ht ( Bc ) = 0 then ht ( ABc ) = 0 and we obtain the same condition of case b). ⋄
Example 4 Let Ω = [0, 1], let A = [0, 1] − 12 and let B be the complement of the Cantor set. We
are in case c) of the previous theorem so B is s-irrelevant to A.

5. Stochastic s-dependence for self-similar sets
In this section some fractal sets are proven to be s-dependent showing that they do not satisfy
condition 1s) of Deﬁnition 4.
Conditions under which the attractor of a ﬁnite family of similitudes and its boundary are
s-dependent and two middle third Cantor sets are s-dependent are found. If coherent upper conditional probability is deﬁned as in Theorem 5 we have that all these sets satisfy the
factorization property, which is the standard deﬁnition of probabilistic dependence.
5.1 s-Dependence of the attractor of a finite family of similitudes on its boundary

Let (ℜn , d) be the Euclidean metric space. A function f : ℜn → ℜn is called a contraction if
d( f ( x ), f (y)) ≤ rd( x, y) for all x, y ∈ ℜn , where 0 < r < 1 is a constant. The inﬁmum value for
which this inequality holds for all x, y is called the ratio of the contraction. A contraction that
trasforms every subset of ℜn to a geometrically similar set is called a similitude. A similitude
is a composition of a dilation, a rotation and translation. A set E is called invariant for a ﬁnite

set of contractions { f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m } if E= im=1 f i ( E).
If the contractions are similitudes and for some s we have hs ( E) > 0 but hs ( f i ( E) ∩ f j ( E)) = 0
for i = j then E is self similar. For any ﬁnite set of contractions there exists a unique non-empty
compact invariant set K (Falconer, 1986, Theorem 8.3), called attractor.
Given a ﬁnite set of contractions { f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m } we say that the open set condition (OSC) holds if

there exists a bounded open set O such that O ⊂ im=1 f i (O) and f i (O) ∩ f j (O) = ⊘ for i = j.
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If { f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m } are similitudes with similarity ratios ri for i = 1...m the similarity dimension,
which has the advantage of being easily calculable, is the unique positive number s for which
∑im=1 ris = 1. If the OSC holds then the compact invariant set K is self-similar and the Hausdorff
dimension and the similarity dimension of K are equal. If the similarity dimension is equal
to n then the interior of K, K0 is non empty. In Lau (1999) it has been proven that, given a
ﬁnite family of similitudes and the corresponding attractor K, if K0 is non-void and Hausdorff
dimension of K is equal to n then the Hausdorff dimension of the boundary of K is less than
n. Moreover since the lower density assumption holds for a self-similar set, from Proposition
1 of Section 4 we have that K and its boundary are s-dependent. We can observe that if upper
and lower probabilities are deﬁned as in Theorem 5 then K and its boundary satisfy the the
factorization property.
5.2 s-Dependence for Cantor sets

In this subsection two middle third Cantor sets are proven to be s-dependent.
Let ([0, 1], d) be the Euclidean metric space and let E be the Cantor set. For every x ∈ [0, 1] we
consider the Cantor set x + E that is the the translation of E.
In Davis (1995) it has been proven that for every α ∈ [0, 1] there exists an x ∈ (0, 1) such that
the Hausdorff dimension of the intersection x + E ∩ E = (1 − α) ln2
ln3 . So for every α ∈ (0, 1] we
have that the two middle third Cantor sets x + E and E are s-dependent since condition 1s) of
Deﬁnition 4 is not satisﬁed.
We can observe that if upper conditional probability is deﬁned as in Theorem 5 the factorization property is satisﬁed and so the two middle Cantor sets are stochastically independent
according to the axiomatic deﬁnition of independence.

6. s-Independence for curves filling the space
In this section the notions of s-irrelevance and s-independence for events A and B that are represented by curves ﬁlling the space are analyzed.In particular Peano curve, Hilbert curve and
Peano-Sierpinski curve are proven to be s-independent. Curves ﬁlling the space Sagan (1994)
can be deﬁned as the limit of a Cauchy sequence of continuous functions f n , each mapping the
unit interval into the unit square. The convergence is uniform so that the limit is a continuous
function, i.e. a curve. The deﬁnition of irrelevance given by Walley, which is condition 2s) of
s-irrelevance, holds when the two events A and B are not the trivial events (Ω, ⊘). If the conditioning event B is represented by a curve ﬁlling the space, we have that the complement of
B is the empty-set and so in this case the notion of irrelevance becomes P( A| B) = P( A); and
P( A| B) = P( A). If A and B are represented by curves ﬁlling the space we obtain the following
deﬁnition of s-independence.
Definition 5 Let (Ω, d) be a metric space and let A and B be two curves ﬁlling the space Ω.
Then A and B are s-independent if the following conditions hold
• 1s) dim H ( AB) = dim H ( B)= dim H ( A)
• 2s) P( A| B) = P( A) and P( A| B) = P( A);
• 3s) P( B| A) = P( B) and P( B| A) = P( B);
Moreover B is s-irrelevant to A if conditions 1s) and 2s) are satisﬁed.
Theorem 9. Let Ω = [0, 1]n and let P and P be the upper and lower conditional probabilities deﬁned
as in Theorem 4. If A and B are two curves ﬁlling the space then A and B are s-independent.
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Proof. Since A and B are curves ﬁlling the space then they and their intersection have Hausdorff dimension equal to n. Moreover since A and B are measurable we have that P = P = P
and conditions 2s) and 3s) of Deﬁnition 5 become
hn ( AB)
hn ( B)

=

hn ( A)
hn (Ω)

and

hn ( AB)
hn ( A)

=

hn ( B)
hn (Ω)

that are satisﬁed since they vanish to 1 = 1. ⋄
As a consequence of the previous theorem we have that the Peano curve and the Hilbert curve
are s-independent. Moreover if B is a curve ﬁlling the space Ω = [0, 1]n and A is any event
with Hausdorff dimension equal to n, then B is s-irrelevant to A.

7. Conclusions
In this chapter the notions of s-irrelevance and s-independence with respect to upper and
lower conditional probabilities deﬁned by Hausdorff outer and inner measures are introduced. They are used to discover probabilistic dependence for events, which are probabilistic
independent with respect to the standard deﬁnition given by the factorization property or
with respect to the notion of epistemic independence.
Results and examples are given for fractal sets (i.e. sets with non-integer Hausdorff dimension) which often model complex phenomena. In particular the attractor of a ﬁnite family of
similitudes and its boundary are proven to be s-dependent if the open set condition holds and
a sufﬁcient condition is given such that two middle Cantor sets are s-dependent.
Moreover two curves ﬁlling the space, such as Peano curve and Hilbert curve, are proven to
be s-independent.
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